
CrossOSN-U: Hetero 

This sub-dataset consists of two sql tables for Twitter users and two sql tables for YouTube 

users. The overlapped users are identified from the ‘globalUserId’ attribute. 

 

 Twitter tables:    

Table 1 – twitter user info table (twitteruserinfo_overlapped.sql,  

twitteruserinfo_nonoverlapped.sql) 

This table contains the basic user profiles for all the downloaded Twitter users, as well as their social 

relationships (i.e. following and be followed). One is about the 11,687 overlapped users with 

information on both OSNs, and the other is the 27,972 non-overlapped users with information only on 

Twitter. A snapshot of this table is provided as below:  

 

Figure 1: A snapshot of twitter user info table  

Each row represents the user profiles of one user, ‘globalUserId’ is used to identify the overlapped 

users in both OSNs, ‘friendIdList’ and ‘followerIdList’ contain all the Twitter user ids of this user’s 

friends and followers, respectively. Note that the Twitter user ids are separated by the ‘,’ separator. 

 

 

Table 2 – twitter users’ LDA-based tweeting features 

 (twitterusertweetLDAfeatures_overlapped.theta, twitterusertweetLDAfeatures_nonoverlapped.theta) 

This table consists of the users’ tweeting features via the standard LDA model (txt format), where the 

topic number is 60. Also, one is for the overlapped users and the other is for the non-overlapped users.  

Each row in this table represents the tweeting features of one user, the feature number is 60. The 

users order is the same as that in table 1. 

  



 YouTube tables: 

Table 3 – YouTube user info table (youtubeuserinfo_overlapped.sql,  

youtubeuserinfo_nonoverlapped.sql) 

This table contains the basic user profiles for all the downloaded YouTube users, as well as their 

video-related behaviors (i.e. uploaded, favorite and add-to-playlist). Similar to table 1 of Twitter tables, 

one is about the overlapped users and the other is for the non-overlapped users. A snapshot of this 

table is presented as below: 

 
Figure 2: A snapshot of YouTube user info table  

Each row represents one user, ‘uploadedVideos’, ‘favoriteVideos’ and ‘playListVideos’ contain all the 

related video ids for the user’s uploads, favorite videos and playlist videos, respectively. Note that the 

video ids are separated by the ‘,’ separator. 

 

 

Table 4 – YouTube video metadata table (youtubevideoinfo.sql) 

This table contains all the textual metadata of the related videos for the users in table 3, including 

video title, category, tags, description, uploaded time, etc. A snapshot of this table is presented as 

below: 



 

Figure 3: A snapshot of YouTube video metadata table  

‘videoid’ uniquely identify the typical video, which can be found in the video list of the table 1, and 

different tags of each video are separated by the ‘,’ separator in ‘tags’ attribute. 

 

 


